
Get in touch. north-america@de-cix.net
or visit www.de-cix.net to get an offer.

DE-CIX is the fastest growing carrier and data center neutral interconnection ecosystem in North America.  
Our five internet exchanges (IXs) across the United States cover 80% of the population within 15ms and include 
1000+ connected networks, providing global accessibility through a single interconnect.

Phoenix - First commercially managed neutral 
IX to serve the greater Phoenix region 

 → Serving seven data centers across Phoenix
 → Great diversity option versus networks throughout 

Southern California
 → Ensure data continuity by connecting remotely to DE-CIX 

Phoenix, guaranteeing uptime from unforeseen disasters in 
one of the least natural disaster-prone markets in the U.S.

 → Directly connected to DE-CIX Dallas 

Richmond - The largest neutral IX in Richmond 

 → Lowest-latency connection for the region, including 
Eastern Virginia and North Carolina

 → Offering content network diversity for those connected to 
Ashburn. Connections to New York are fully diverse from 
Ashburn and provide security and redundancy, while also 
delivering unique local networks

 → Gateway to overseas networks in South America, Europe 
and Africa (MAREA, BRUSA, and DUNANT) and from global 
networks to the US

 → Directly connected to DE-CIX New York and DE-CIX Dallas, 
plus other DE-CIX US exchanges

Chicago - The most accessible and distributed 
neutral IX serving the entire metro market

 → Serving the most data centers in the market
 → At the hub of the mid-west region serving the east, west, 

north and south and the international access point for 
central Canada

 → Open-IX certified and MANRS compliant with complete 
diversity from 350 E Cermak 

 → Directly connected to DE-CIX New York and DE-CIX Dallas

Dallas - The largest neutral exchange in Texas 
and the Southwest region

 → Serves virtually all major data centers across the DFW 
metroplex

 → Data center and carrier neutral, Open-IX certified and 
MANRS compliant

 → Strategic gateway between the east and west coast and a 
door to central America

 → Directly connected to DE-CIX New York and DE-CIX 
Phoenix, plus other DE-CIX US exchanges  

New York - #1 exchange in New York and #1 
neutral IX on the Eastern seaboard

 → Fifth largest IX in North America (by AS count) 
 → Serves more data centers than any other exchange in 

North America  
 → The largest exchange in the Northeast US
 → Extensive reach across the local geography including 

New Jersey, plus lowest latency connectivity to Northern 
Europe and South America

 → Directly connected to DE-CIX Frankfurt and US exchanges

DE-CIX NORTH AMERICA
The largest carrier & data center neutral interconnection 
ecosystem in North America
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North America
Your direct access to the largest carrier and data center 
neutral interconnection ecosystem in North America 

Connect to a DE-CIX IX and gain access to a 
world of services:

 → Access to a distributed carrier and data center 
neutral IX that leverages DE-CIX’s global 
relationships and provides access to hundreds 
of interconnected networks throughout North 
America

 → Leverage transport to peering from regional 
markets to reach content, ISPs, carriers 
and other service providers without the 
requirement of local colocation

 → Increased network performance, resilience, 
and disaster recovery for surrounding markets

Mitigate lock-in and manage costs: 

 → Unlike traditional transit solutions, with DE-CIX 
you can take more control of your network to 
improve performance, ensure redundancy and 
to keep data traffic local

 → One access port for multiple interconnection 
services including GlobePEER Remote, 
VirtualPNI, Microsoft Azure Peering Service 
(MAPS)

 → DE-CIX’s global interconnection platform 
povides companies with a solution to leverage 
peering, private connection, access to clouds 
and more

For more information contact

north-america@de-cix.net

or visit www.de-cix.net to get an offer.

We make Interconnection easy.
Anywhere.

Join the largest neutral 
interconnection ecosystem  
in North America including Chicago, 
Dallas, New York, Phoenix and 
Richmond markets.
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